Introduction
The segmentation of morphological structures such as tumour, cortex or ventricles is a major planning step for neurosurgical interventions. Scientific planning systems like 3D Slicer [1] or our Multimodal Planning System (MOPS 3D) [2] offer toolboxes including a variety of different segmentation algorithms like thresholding, region growing, active contours etc. Commercially available systems often restrict the selection to avoid complexity. For the segmentation of neurosurgically relevant structures usually several segmentation steps have to be performed. Errors are difficult to recognize if only two dimensional cross sections are being monitored after each single step. In many cases the quality of segmentation may finally only be assessed after a 3D surface has been computed. Therefore, multiple iterations of segmentation steps and recurring calculations of the surface model are quite frequent. To overcome these issues, a real time 3D feedback based on volume rendering to illustrate the current segmentation stage as well as interactive manipulation of the segmentation process seems to be a promising solution. Several research groups work in this area [3] . Our aim is to utilise a fast, interactive segmentation approach for planning neurosurgical interventions which allows regular improvements by user interaction. In former work we integrated volume rendering into MOPS 3D and compared the quality of surface based visualization and volume rendering for neurosurgical applications [3] . In this context we now present the development and integration of interactive segmentation into MOPS 3D.
Methods
MOPS 3D is based on C++, OpenGL and the Voreen volume renderer [3] .To implement algorithms on the GPU, CUDA (NVIDIA Corporation) and OpenCL (Khronos Group) are available. We preferred OpenCL because it is an open standard directly related to OpenGL and implemented by the market leading GPU manufacturers. Firstly, a concept to control the interactive segmentation process was developed. The ongoing segmentation is visually monitored in real time and may be interrupted at any stage. If necessary, it allows for restoration to any prior segmentation step in time, the parameters can be readjusted accordingly and the segmentation may be resumed. A combination with common, non GPU-based segmentation tools and surface-based visualisation is possible for reasons of flexibility and further use of data for neuronavigation. To implement this concept it is necessary to define a shared data space for the volume data on the GPU which can be accessed both by the segmentation algorithms and the volume renderer. All segmentation results will be stored there and are directly volume rendered for real time feedback. In a first step a GPU-based 3D region grower was developed. Due to its intrinsic risk of leaking, it seemed suitable for an initial evaluation of interactive neurosurgical segmentation ( fig. 1 ). An integer volume mask, storing the intermediate results of the region grower, is allocated within GPU memory and initialised with the user's seed points. Also, an Open CL kernel is set up describing the elementary region growing operation for a single voxel applying the 6-connected neighbourhood in OpenCL code. After that, work items (threads running on the GPU) comprising the kernel code are run concurrently for each voxel in the image volume. Each work item denotes voxels belonging to the region by adding the current iteration count in the volume mask at the according indices ( fig. 2) . Thereby, it is well defined at which iteration a voxel was added to the region and every intermediate step of the region growing may be restored. As many work items run concurrently on adjacent voxels without synchronisation, it will often occur that the same voxels have already been added to the region (dirty write) ( fig .2) . This, however, has no implications on the iteration result and turned out to be faster and more elegant than using less work items but having more synchronization effort. After all work items have finished, the iteration count is increased and the next iteration starts. This procedure is stopped when the volume mask does not change any longer. If the result appears to be reasonable, it is stored and optionally a surface model can be created. Otherwise, more seed points may be added or the threshold level can be adjusted to continue the procedure or alternatively returned to an earlier iteration. Additionally it is possible to interactively mark borders to limit the growth of the region and therefore prevent leaking.
Results
The development and integration of the interactive segmentation concept and the region grower was accomplished successfully. To assess the performance, different segmentation tasks with comparable parameters were performed utilizing the pure GPU-based region grower (GPURG), the interactive GPU-based region grower with real time visualization (IRG) and the single threaded C++ implementation in MOPS 3D (C++RG). For computing a segmentation of the cortex (fig 1.) the GPURG is about 30 times faster compared to the C++RG. However, IRG is only about 5 times faster than C++RG. This is due to the complexity of the shared data space and the frequent updates of the volume rendering. Generally, the speedup of GPURG or IRG is higher if larger morphological structures are considered. First usability tests indicate that users with little segmentation experience may particularly benefit from this intuitive segmentation approach compared to traditional region growing. The possibility to monitor the progress of the growing region and to directly interact in case of leaking or missing seed points was highly appreciated. Figure 1 shows an interactive segmentation of the cortex utilizing the GPU-based region grower. After marking the initial seed points and monitoring the growing region additional seed points are added and the procedure is resumed to achieve a satisfactory result. More experienced users often prefer to use the interactive approach in combination with the segmentation toolbox of MOPS 3D. Thus, all existing segmentation tools such as thresholding, filters, etc. may still be used before or after the interactive segmentation.
Discussion
The presented approach seems promising in terms of performance. A study comparing the interactive method and the traditional segmentation approach concerning effectiveness and quality is still necessary to judge the impact of this approach for neurosurgical procedures. It turned out that OpenCL caused some problems concerning features and stability during the development. Some important interfaces for interacting with OpenGL are extensions to the standard and therefore not completely implemented by some GPU manufacturers. As CUDA offers similar features, it might pose a better choice for future developments. Certainly, region growing is not suitable for all segmentation tasks in neurosurgery. Therefore, other segmentation algorithms should be implemented for use with interactive segmentation. Because of the generic concept and the possible combination with existing segmentation tools of MOPS 3D this may be accomplished each individually.
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